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bauma Innovation Award 2022

Beaming winners at the awards ceremony
Eagerly awaited, the secret about this year's award winners was
revealed on Sunday at the Munich Residence.
Frankfurt am Main, 23 October 2022 – For the thirteenth time, numerous
companies and institutes from Germany and abroad competed for the award in
five categories at the world's leading trade fair bauma in Munich. After a multistage selection process, five lucky winners were able to receive their prizes on
Sunday in the Max Joseph Hall of the Munich Residence.
They are in the categories
• climate protection: Liebherr France SAS with its hydrogen-powered
excavator,
• digitalisation: MiC 4.0 Machines in Construction with one common digital
language for construction sites,
• mechanical engineering: Herrenknecht AG with its continuous advance,
• construction: Holcim (Germany) GmbH with CPC – Carbon Pre-stressed
Concrete
• research: Freiberg University of Mining and Technology Mechanical
Engineering Institute with Deep Sea Sampling.
Press information of the winners and all nominees as well as videos of the
innovations are available via the link www.bauma-innovationspreis.de.
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A total of 133 entries were received, of which 41 finalists made it to the next
round. In two rounds of voting, the expert jury and task force chose their
favourites. The trade journalists attending the bauma Media Dialog in Munich
also had the opportunity to cast their vote in the final round.
The competition is a joint project under the auspices of the VDMA Construction –
Equipment and Plant Engineering, Messe München, the Federation of the
German Construction Industry (HDB), the German Construction Confederation
(ZDB) and the German Building Materials Association (bbs).

Important links:
www.vdma.org/bauma
www.vdma.org/baumaschinen-baustoffanlagen
www.bauma.de
www.klimarunde-bau.de
Do you have any questions? Martina Scherbel, Consultant Press and Public Relations,
Phone 069 6603 1257, martina.scherbel@vdma.org, will be happy to answer them.
The VDMA represents around 3,500 German and European mechanical and plant engineering companies.
The industry stands for innovation, export orientation and medium-sized businesses. The companies employ
around four million people in Europe, more than one million of them in Germany alone. Mechanical and plant
engineering represents a European turnover volume of around 800 billion euros. In the entire manufacturing
sector, it contributes the highest share to the European gross domestic product with a value added of around
270 billion euros.
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